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Welcome to the Accountancyplus
Business Opportunity
how the money works

Accountancyplus: How the money works
Associate (A)
As an associate you can earn a typical client
gathering bonus of up to £60 for every new
client. Extra bonuses can be achieved when
an associate you have introduced gathers a
client and a regular monthly income of
around 5% on services taken by your
business customers.
To receive your ongoing income you simply
need to maintain at least two personal
clients and you can start earning money
from day one.
You don’t just earn money from your
own personal clients. As an associate you
can introduce other associates to this
business and earn commission on what
their clients earn too.

you successfully gather just 8 clients within
your ﬁrst 90 days we will refund your initial
joining fee in full.
You can earn Fast Start Bonuses of £1000
in your ﬁrst year.

Personal Residual Income

Group Residual Income

Earn around 5% per customer you
introduce. Customer spends approx £45
per month

Introduce other associates

Approx £2.25 per customer per month

Customer Gathering Bonuses

So once you’ve gathered 100 customers

Typical £45 per customer depending on the
services taken.

£300 per month every month

Gather 100 customers = £4500 Customer
Gathering Bonuses

You are paid to inﬁnity on all your group
clients at an (pence per service rate)

Fast Start Bonuses
3 customers in 60 days

= £100

6 customers in 90 days

= £150

20 customers in 180 days

= £250

50 customers in 365 days

= £500

Total

£1,000

As they follow your example and build their
own successful business you could gain
promotion and earn an increasing share in
their success.

How do I Join?
By becoming an associate, (which costs
£160) not only do you gather your own
personal clients but you can introduce new
clients into the Accountancy Plus business
as well.
As an associate there is no limit to the
amount you can earn each month. When

Find out more about
our how you can
get started
www.ap-admin.co.uk

It is illegal for a promoter or participant in a trading scheme
to persuade anyone to make a payment by promising
beneﬁts from getting other people to join a trading scheme.
Do not be misled by claims that high earnings can easily be
achieved.

